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ACHD Bicycle Advisory Committee Agenda
Monday, January 9th, 2023
5:00PM, Virtual Meeting
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us06web.zoom.us/j/83437618553
Meeting ID: 834 3761 8553
Dial by your location
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Officers:
Lisa Brady - Chair
Mary Beth
Nutting Vice Chair
Adrienne
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Dist:

Area:

3

North End

3

Boise

5

Meridian

Members:
Nina Schaeffer
Antonio Smith
Morgan Cornwall
Vacant

Dist:

Area:

1

Boise Central Bench

4

Kuna

2

Boise

Vacant Vacant

Debbie LombardBloom

3

Boise

Members:
John Yarnell
Bryan Keen

Dist:

Area:

2

Boise Bench

2

West Valley

Greg Laragan
Wava Kaufman

4

Meridian

4

Kuna

Andrew Query

5

Garden City

I.

Call to Order

5:00 pm

II.

Welcome and Introduction
a. Approve December 5th, 2022 Minutes
b. New Members

5:00 - 5:10 pm

III.

Discussion Items
a. Sharrows
b. Bikeway Signage
i. Signage Condition
c. Open Seat and Application Process (Meg M.)
d. Permanent Counter Locations (Meg M.)
e. IFYWP Update (Kristy I.)
f. Brainstorm Commission Presentations

5:10 – 6:20 pm

IV.

Open Public Comment

6:20 - 6:30 pm

V.

Adjourn
Next Meeting Monday, February 6th, 5:00 PM

6:30 pm

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Ada County Highway District Bicycle Advisory Committee
Meeting Minutes – December 5, 2022

Submitted for Review by Adrienne Weatherly, BAC Secretary
Attendees (BAC): Lisa Brady (Chair), Gary Segers (Vice Chair), Adrienne
Weatherly (Secretary), Morgan Cornwall, Marcus Batson, Debbie Lombard-Bloom,
John Yarnell, Mary Beth Nutting, Greg Laragan, Andrew Query
Absent: Nina Schaeffer, Jeffrey Larsen, Wava Kaufman
Attendees (Commissioners): Commissioner Hansen, Commissioner Goldthorpe
Attendees (Staff): Director Wong, Meg McCarthy, Kristy Inselman
I.

Call to Order: The meeting was called to order at 5:02 p.m.

II.

Welcome & Introduction: A quorum of members was present for this virtual
meeting conducted via the Zoom application and chaired by
a. Approve November 7th, 2022 Meeting Minutes: A motion to approve
the meeting minutes from November 7, 2022 was made and seconded. A
spelling correction was requested in Section V.e. Motion passed.

III.

Action Items
a. Leadership Elections: Marcus noted he is relocating to Dallas Texas,
starting new job January 3rd and will no longer be a part of the BAC. Meg
expressed gratitude for Marcus’s service and let him know he will be
missed. Morgan expressed gratitude for Gary’s service as Vice Chair. Lisa
thanked Gary for his hard work while on the BAC and serving as Vice
Chair and provided examples of several of the topics he has been involved
in. Gary noted he is resigning from the BAC with tonight as his last
meeting.
Mary Beth nominated Lisa to be Chair. Adrienne seconded. Motion
passed.
Lisa nominated Mary Beth as Vice Chair. Adrienne seconded. Motion
passed.
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Mary Beth nominated Adrienne as Secretary. Lisa seconded. Motion
passed.
b. Finalize Calendar: Lisa moved to approve proposed 2023 BAC meeting
dates and potential for bikeway tours. Morgan seconded. Motion passed.
IV.

Project Updates
a. Integrated Five Year Work Plan (IFYWP)Demonstration and
Discussion (Margaret S.): Kristy presented on behalf of Margaret and
noted Margaret is Kristy’s replacement, and they will both be working
through the IFYWP together. Kristy stated this year a new tool is being
launched to provide more time for public comment (increasing from 2
weeks to 7 weeks). Kristy walked through the process of finding the
Quick Links > Residents Invited to Weigh In on IFYWP, or Project
Information > IFYWP “View Project” link. Clicking on link goes to landing
page with information. This year there is a comment map where users
can click on the map and add comments. Citizens can also do a survey
instead of using the comment map if they prefer. Kristy demonstrated
how the map works to view other comments and how to place a
comment. So far, over 1000 page views have been logged. January 8th is
the close date for the public to compile requests and share with partner
agencies so other agencies can share and integrate with their individual
requests too. Kristy encouraged BAC members to participate and stated
she was impressed already at the amount of engagement by citizens thus
far. Greg noted the BAC has a subcommittee dedicated to the IFYWP and
wondered if the subcommittee would be treated as an agency or what the
subcommittee’s role would be. Kristy advised there are different ways to
go about this process and the BAC can discuss the level of involvement
the BAC desires as a group. Kristy also noted this is not the only time the
BAC will ask to be involved in this process. Once the initial draft is done,
ACHD will ask for BAC feedback on initial draft. Debbie asked what
Kristy’s thoughts were regarding why more citizen participation has
happened this year than prior. Kristy believes it’s because the process is
easier than it has been before. Kristy also complemented Margaret on
outstanding ideas to increase involvement, and partner agencies have
been asked to share links and QR codes to reach a wider audience. Flyers
have been put up at various locations (libraries, etc.), and VRT has been
asked to get involved as well. Kristy added the comment map with
allowing people to view all comments may encourage more people to
comment based on what other citizens have said. Debbie stated top ten
list from BAC was created last time around but not this time, but clarified
maybe Greg was wondering if the BAC creation of a top 10 list would be
something BAC could do again this year. Kristy said she would be happy
to meet with the group to go over a list for this process if the BAC chose to
proceed in that manner. Morgan said she is on the IFYWP and would like
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to regroup as a subcommittee. Morgan asked if it would be better to meet
prior to citizen feedback or after more info from public outreach is
received. Lisa thought both before and after would be useful, but after
may be very powerful to find out what the public wants. Lisa suggested
starting the subcommittee meetings back up after the public comment
period closes. Lisa asked if the comments are compiled into a report.
Kristy confirmed a report will be compiled and March review of all
comments received from public, partner agencies, committees,
subcommittees, etc. Kristy suggested a possible January meeting to
review citizen input. Morgan asked when partner agencies will provide
wish lists to ACHD. Morgan recalled submitting BAC wish list prior to
agencies last time and felt like it could be valuable if it was the other way
around. Kristy noted the deadline for partner agencies initial requests is
February 8th, but the difficulty with BAC waiting for partner agencies is
the window of opportunity for prioritization begins to close. Morgan said
BAC prioritization may have looked different last time around if info from
partner agencies was received first. Kristy noted it’s important to know
what’s important to the BAC independent of what the public thinks, but
also collaboration of outside opinions is good too. Morgan suggested
meeting after January 8th to formulate a plan. Kristy suggested January
subcommittee meeting and a Doodle Poll to subcommittee members to
find an available time to meet in January for readiness at February BAC
meeting to discuss and finalize BAC priorities. Greg recalled Vice Chair of
BAC was actually Chair of subcommittee, which would mean Mary Beth
was the chair and should be involved in meeting calendar for IFYWP
subcommittee. Mary Beth confirmed she is on the IFYWP subcommittee
and concurred with Greg’s comment. Kristy stated then the subcommittee
would take ideas to BAC and BAC would vote as a whole. Adrienne
reminded BAC current members of IFYWP subcommittee and after
discussion proceeded to note other subcommittee memberships. Kristy
discussed quorum considerations (no more than six members on a
subcommittee to avoid violating open meeting law). Mary Beth asked if
current members want to continue on the committee and if other
members want to join the subcommittee. Lisa noted Greg is still on ACHD
Policy Committee. Greg noted he believed Nina was still a member of
IFYWP Subcommittee. Adrienne shared a quick recap of what the record
showed currently for subcommittee members in each subcommittee.
Mary Beth requested confirmation if subcommittee members want to
remain. Lisa moved to have IFYWP subcommittee meeting in January to
set priorities for BAC. Morgan seconded. Motion passed.
b. 11th St. Updates and Discussion (Lisa B.): Lisa asked the group if any
members had a chance to check out this bikeway. The path starts at
Camels Back Park and goes all the way to the river. Partly ACHD and
partly CCDC. CCDC section is getting close to completion. Lisa noted it is
very challenging to know there is a detour as reported by Meg. Meg spoke
with Amy Kimball (CCDC PM) regarding Pioneer Pathway dumps the
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rider onto the sidewalk with no options to get across the street. Amy said
she would work with contractors to place a detour sign. Myrtle is not
accessible via bicycle. Kim said sign would be placed on greenbelt and
along the pathway. 8th & library, is the project finished, greenbelt closure
is super limited and forces bicycles to ride against traffic. The 11th detour
is over to 13th street, which technically is a greenbelt access but not
bicycle friendly. Lisa mentioned Park Apartments construction as an
example when a travel lane was removed for bike/ped bypass and if that
could be an option in this area. With 8th and 11th closed, cyclists have a
more difficult time getting access to greenbelt and other less stress travel
ways. Meg noted rules of traffic control means an equal facility needs to
be constructed and is currently on 15th and 16th streets, but this route is
out of the way. Lisa noted Grove is also under construction. Jeff noted at
least 15th and 16th have bike lanes, and 13th is choked with cars right now
and riding down 13th is difficult. Meg said Amy also noted construction
updates are available from CCDC. Amy is happy to share more info with
BAC, and Meg offered she could share links in packet if BAC members
prefer. Lisa stated this info would be helpful to connect information
between agencies. Lisa also noted with the snow, the bike lanes remain
with snow, creating another issue on top of construction, detours,
sidewalk dumps, etc. Lisa wondered if the small plow was available to do
bike lanes not protected. Meg believed the plow was only being used for
protected bike lanes and Z crossings. Meg said she would follow up with
priority list from last winter season regarding plowing bicycle lanes. Gary
said when he was involved in the 11th street project, he brought up
concerns with Pioneer Pathway and its potential conflict points. His
advice for the BAC would be to take hard look at the Pioneer Pathway to
make sure it is safe enough to get people to the river based on the existing
design of the pathway. Lisa asked if there was a previous count for
pathway usage and do we have current counts of usage, or can we obtain
counts, and have there been any complaints from general public? People
may not be using this pathway because of the safety, signal timing issues,
connection at Myrtle with two-stage crossing, etc. and a challenging
facility with issues that could be solved, but is current design deterring
people? Meg stated she didn’t believe counts had been done, but Dane
Hoskins (present tonight) is willing to see if there are counts available
and if not, willing to set something up. Debbie offered info regarding
Vancouver’s process of implementing a preferential diagonal green
crossing instead of two-stage crossing, and is this an option for us? Meg
reminded members Myrtle is an ITD controlled roadway. Lisa encouraged
everyone to not give up hope when it comes to ITD.
Next section, same path: North end, Boise High School. Franklin to
Washington is a new pathway area of concern. Lisa shared pictures to
illustrate multiple areas of concern. Access off of path going northbound
is detoured off 11th, go up 10th, turn right to go up pathway northbound.
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Lisa looked at this from the perspective of how people use the pathways.
Lisa illustrated challenges with gates, bollards, interesting snow
clearance practices, snow in other places, curbing and drainage concerns,
driveway conflicts, and sight line issues. After Lisa’s presentation, Gary
noted his concern with same section. Gary noted several emails have been
circulating between him, Lisa, Clancy Anderson, and Don Kostelec
regarding subpar AASHTO guidelines being followed in this area. Gary
said this needs to be looked at again and look at design to ensure policy
for AASHTO guidelines are being followed and encouraged the BAC to ask
staff to revisit this project due to the issues. Jeff noted this project is still
somewhat new, and area-goers may not know there is something new
going on in this area. Jeff wondered what a good coat of paint could
accomplish, such as green paint crossing intersections to communicate to
all users where bicycles will be found. He acknowledged snow could
cover paint, but some awareness could be created with communication
on the ground. Visually, without paint, it’s hard to tell a pathway is
present, since it just looks like the same sidewalk. As a car, it may just
look like a three-way stop and not that a pathway could be the fourth
travel-way. Meg said ACHD team talked about bike ladders not approved
according to traffic department and strict rules require connection to bike
lanes. Bike ladders are being added at Kootenai, but this particular
project would likely not be candidate based on current policy. Jeff added
the part in front of the YMCA, a bike image over by curb is placed in that
area, but the message is lost when the bike image isn’t in the middle of
the road (meaning, sharrow means share). Lisa noted also people are still
parking in the bike lane. Debbie agreed with Jeff and added she drove this
area in a car. She said there is no indication to a vehicle that this is a
bicycle pathway area. The more infrastructure we can put in there to let
vehicles know the preferential mode of transportation is bicycles. If snow
is an issue, put signage overhead (see: Canada). Debbie also pointed out
all sharrow signs are in door zone, creating a safety issue. Need to train
vehicle drivers what the signs are for. Meg stated the BAC is always
welcome to submit letters to the BAC with opinion and said sharrow
discussions by staff have taken place. ACHD follows NACTO guidelines
with sharrows, but if the BAC wants something different then send
commentary to ACHD. Lisa agreed with signage for vehicle users to advise
of bikeway presence and wayfinding to help users understand
treatments. Lisa said importance here is that this is right near a high
school where there is high usage by non-vehicle mobility. Lisa suggested
a motion to write a letter to ACHD commission about 11th street bikeway
re: improper usage of sharrows. Of note, 4 feet from curb when no
parking, 11feet when there is parking to the center of sharrow. Lisa made
motion to send letter to commission advising 11th street project sharrow
placement needs to be looked at for better standards. Meg suggested the
BAC note specifics, “we want sharrows to be 16 feet into the lane.” Lisa
said the problem is not all streets are same width. Lisa provided examples
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where there are inconsistent lane width issues. Issues: How marked,
truncated domes, is it signed correctly (with 11th street bikeway as
example). Debbie seconded motion. Motion passed.
c. Vertical Barrier Treatments Study (Meg M.): Meg reminded members
of discussion on this topic from last meeting (see 11/7/2022 meeting
minutes). Meg shared examples of more barriers for consideration and
shared details regarding manufacturers, materials, and design elements.
Meg encouraged input and research from the BAC, as collaboration is
important to ACHD from BAC on this topic. Marcus voiced preference for
more sturdy materials, and Kristy noted the goal is to have successful
treatments that hold up as well as deter vehicles. Reed Street was first
choice for treatments, with January installment to capture winter and
then see how they wear through entire summer. However, Reed Street is
being realigned and will be closed starting in spring. Moving to buffered
bike lanes perhaps or installation in maintenance yards and keeping track
of them that way if space allows. Morgan emphasized how important it is
to get the treatments out on real roads to see how they behave in the
world. This would allow testing by everyone, including citizens. Lisa
suggested Latah at Alpine and 11th Street at the YMCA northbound. Meg
asked BAC members to research and provide more suggestions for
treatments. ACHD will continue to look for best location to install
treatments. Greg said he did find info on different barriers and shared it
with Meg and Tom Laws. Greg noted the NYC DOT has a competition for
best type of barrier and had a variety of treatments. He requested Meg to
share with all BAC members, and Meg agreed. Meg noted none of the
treatments are being manufactured as yet. Greg noted he thought they
were more readily available but could still give people an opportunity to
see what is out there and being suggested to solve this problem.
Commissioner Goldthorpe noted here a suggestion regarding writing a
letter to ACHD regarding sharrows and lane width. He said each different
lane width as to sharrow placement for each different lane width. Lisa
asked if ACHD has width measurements for all roads, and Meg said they
can be found on the bicycle facility inventory and Google Maps is helpful
for this as well.
V.

Discussion Items
a. Director Wong Email to Chairs on BAC Direction (Lisa B.): Lisa
directed members to the letter included in the November BAC packet
from Director Wong and invited questions regarding the email. Greg
asked about recommendation for advisory committees to focus on more
strategic level issues. Greg noted so far, BAC has been working on “down
in the weeds type issues,” so we need to figure out how to transition into
more strategic topics. Greg wondered if that is the direction we’re
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heading and, if so, how we get there. Lisa noted the BAC is the only
committee with subcommittees, and the policy subcommittee is strategic.
Lisa noted designations of roadways and road treatments are strategic.
Lisa noted her preference would be to keep policy subcommittee to tackle
strictly strategic and perhaps ask Director Wong if there is a direction
he'd like the BAC to go with policy. Lisa reminded the group we cannot
change policy, but we can make recommendations. Commissioner Hansen
confirmed the commissioners make the policy, but noted if the BAC finds
items needing a look at policy issues, the more issues are brought to
policymaker’s attention, the better the policymakers can fulfill their role
as policymakers. Legal staff can help dig into policies, where they come
from, why policy is the way it is. Greg noted policy questions sometimes
don’t come about until projects come up, then how to manage concerns
about project details versus policy details guiding project details. Meg
noted the BAC is leveraging technology and members are keeping up to
date with projects coming through. So, when members have questions
about projects, the hope is to have discussions with BAC members and
then BAC can decide if a further look is necessary. This would then be
where the BAC would provide recommendations to ACHD.
b. Brainstorm Commission Presentations: Lisa suggested tabling this
item with the caveat that committee members send email to BAC
leadership team and Meg stating what each member would like to see on
presentation. Members favored postponement. Lisa moved to table this
item until January meeting, with committee members sending at least one
topic to be included in presentation to commission by December 21st to
leadership meeting. Multiple seconds received. Motion passed.
Open Public Comment: Meg welcomed Bryan Keen to the meeting, who was in
attendance at this meeting.

VI.





Clancy Anderson: Clancy noted ongoing concerns with 18th Street bikeway and
directional signs. Signs are still needing attention as far as proper directionals for
wayfinding (example: 18th and Resseguie). Intermittent sign toppers to alert to an
intersection may be better placed elsewhere (example: Dewey). Because both items
weren’t in the plans for installed bikeways, not sure what quality control is on these
items. Need to ensure contractors are placing signs properly. Also, Clancy requested
having a group email to the BAC for contact, acknowledging sensitivity to open
meeting laws. Lisa noted Resseguie is spelled incorrectly on the entire bikeway also.
Clancy also noted problems with Boise High signage and wayfinding. Lisa said
Franklin bikeway and 18th/Resseguie bikeway discussion on an upcoming agenda so
people can ride it, understand the issues present, and provide feedback.
Don Kostelec: Regarding IFYWP, BAC needs to ask commission how names are
slotted in buckets. Community programs may need to be renamed to something
more fundamental for greater prioritization. Change budget nomenclature to
identify projects. Don addressed pedestrians in work zones, just because it meets a
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MUTCD requirement, it requires pedestrians to go 20 minutes out of the way. Policy
limits out of travel time. Regarding bollards on 11th, both ends of the block are not
ADA compliant and is a serious design flaw. Don also encouraged members to
question AASHTO standards. The word “shall” does not appear in the AASHTO green
book, bike guide, pedestrian guide, yet ACHD refers to AASHTO standards as a shall,
which is not accurate. Is it really a standard, or is it a guideline? (Discussed HAWK
signals and 80th percentile for speed limits as examples). Don expressed if we can
admit there’s a lot more flexibility in design, then we can have a more robust
conversation about the tradeoffs we can make. But if guidelines are regarded as
standards, this closes the opportunity to raise level of engagement between
shareholders. Lisa agreed with Don’s comments and referred back to 11th Street and
sharrows as a very relevant topic.
Lisa thanked Greg, Marcus, and Jeff for their service on the BAC.
VII.

Adjourn – 7:04 p.m.

Next Meeting: Monday, January 9, 2022 at 5:00 p.m.
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Active Bicycle Advisory Committee Subcommittees/Project Team Advisors (Current as of November
2022)

Bicycle Advisory Committee
Chair - Lisa Brady

Bike/Ped Safety Initiative
Nina Schaeffer
Andy Query
Lisa Brady
Staff: Meg McCarthy

BAC Vice Chair
Gary Segers

Bike Map Facility
Subcommittee
Wava Kaufmann
Mary Beth Nutting
Morgan Cornwall
Andy Query
Staff: Meg
McCarthy/Edinson Bautista

ACHD Policy
Subcommittee
Lisa Brady
Greg Laragan
Staff: Meg
McCarthy/Christy Little

Integrated Five Year Work Plan
Subcommittee
Wava Kaufmann
Greg Laragan
Debbie Lombard-Bloom
Morgan Cornwall
Mary Beth Nutting
Nina Schaeffer
Staff: Kristy Inselman
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Meg McCarthy, Bike & Ped Coordinator
January 9th, 2023

Our Mission: We drive quality transportation for all Ada County…Anytime,
Anywhere!
1



EcoCounter Urban Multi
Contains ZELT loop and PYRO
sensor
Must be located on separated
pathways

2

Meadowland Dr Pathway (part
of Shamrock Bikeway)

Cassia Park Bike/Ped
Bridge
(part of Cassia Bikeway)

Eagle Rd. multiuse
pathway (newish
between Overland and
Victory)
3

Counters for projects will be identified in
scoping
 BAC input on identifying locations where
future counters should be installed


Comments or questions ?
Our Mission: We drive quality transportation for all
Ada County…Anytime, Anywhere!
4

